RECENT TRENDS IN MAGNETIC BUBBLE-DEVICES (*)
.
In figure 1 A first step toward simplification was given by the introduction of the chevron expander [6] . In this way the signal can be sufficiently amplified to allow a realization of the detection function on the same level and simultaneously with the other permalloy elements used for propagation, etc. The expansion of the bubble by chevron structures before sensing to assure a sufficient signal diminishes the storage density, but this disadvantage is largely overruled by the greater ease in fabricating the structure as a whole [7] . A next step is to make the conductor leads also out of the same permalloy composition. This approach, however, has its drawbacks, the resistance of these wires is higher than the gold ones, and hot spots and corrosion effects easily occur. Quite another approach has been studied by Druyvesteyn et al. [8] . These authors have shown the feasibility of using the sense of the rotation of the in-plane drive field for a proper operation of the above mentioned control functions. Current leads are superfluous in this design a laboratory model is shown in figure 3 . The leads for the detection function -a thick detector has been used -can be deposited in a rather [10] . A comparison with other memory components has been made by Wieder and Tomlinson [11] .
